Soyokaze Assignment
After viewing the Soyokaze film at
https://crmuseum.ca/2019/11/23/soyokaze-gentlewind/ complete the following assignment. You may wish
to pause the film as you fill out the answers.

Part A: Questions
1. What does the term Soyokaze mean in the Japanese language?
2. What was Shigekazu Matsunaga’s nick-name?
3. During what decade did the Canadian government try to eliminate
Japanese people from the fishing industry?
4. What type of fish did the Matsunaga’s initially catch with the Soyokaze?
5. Why did the government confiscate Japanese fish boats in 1942?

6. How many of these fishing vessels were confiscated in BC?

7. What was the penalty for Japanese fishers who protested or resisted
confiscation?
8. Describe the reasons Japanese (and other) fishers would value and feel
connected to their boats?
9. How much of a Japanese adult’s personal possessions could be taken to
an interment camp?
10. What percentage of Japanese people returned to their coastal fishing
communities at the end of their internment period, and why so few?
11. How long did it take to restore the Soyokaze before it was placed at the
Museum at Campbell River?
12. Do you think it is important that the Soyokaze is on display at the
museum? Why or why not?

Part B: Matching
1. Smiley

___ The name Mr. Matsunaga gave to his fish boat

2. Keel
3. Confiscate

___ To take someone’s possession against their will

4. Nikkei

___ Species of fish the Soyokaze was designed to catch

5. Internment

___ A method of trapping fish

6. Soyokaze

___ A name given to the Soyokaze during interment

7. Cod
8. Gillnetting

___ A location where the Matsunaga’s were interned

9. War Measures Act

___ Mr. Matsunaga’s nick-name
___ A Japanese emigrant

10. Prejudice

___ The location where the Matsunagas lived and fished

11. North Star

___ To hold people in a location against their will

12. Lillooet

___ A part of the Soyokaze which remains original

13. Quathiaski Cove

___ Gave the government power to pass strict laws

___ A negative feeling towards a people group

